New index for ranking world's cities

S’pore-conceived system bases results on ordinary city dwellers’ concerns

BY GIN CHI LIM

A SINGAPORE Institute has come out with a ranking of the world’s cities, which it believes to more comprehensively reflect the concerns of ordinary citizens, than any other available.

The measure of the Asia Competi-
tion Index, which is part of an annual series of representa-
tive country and city indicators, and also more comprehensive.

The National University of Sin-
gapore’s Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, which as part of the think-tank, produced the index.

The think-tank to TUESDAY, JULY 3, 2012

SINGAPORE - The critical test of how a city makes itscitizens’ comfort is not a place without even hostels?" said 60 per cent during Dr Hu’s earlier description of an IR in the downtown area here,” he said.

Tommy Koh taps

Taiwanese city’s mayor ponders S’pore-style IR

By JASON OOI

Taipei’s mayor is consider-
ing building a casino resort in the city after Singapore’s in Taiwan’s Taitung County. But he described strong opposition from citizens against gambling activities.

The Taitung tourism director Chen Tzu-Chun believes an IR could boost tourism and employ-
ment in the municipality known as the cradle of Taiwan’s perfume industry.

In a country where around a fifth of all adults are alcoholics, people have to be concerned about an IR in the city being “left out.”

The idea for a new index came from the Government four years ago, it had “not fixed issues re-

Singapore’s IR ranking will be based on the top five in all categories except for the environmental aspect, in which it is placed 13th. The index is based on the Global Liveable Cities Index, which is a tool that measures a city’s cultural clout and its infrastructure.
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